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Tangential inlet supersonic separators: a novel apparatus for gas purification
A novel supersonic separator with a tangential inlet is designed to remove the condensable components from gas
mixtures. The dynamic parameters of natural gas in the supersonic separation process are numerically calculated using
the Reynolds stress turbulence model with the Peng-Robinson real gas model. The results show that natural gas expands
in the supersonic separator to supersonic velocities resulting in low pressures (6 bar, from about 40 bar) and temperatures
(-70 ˚C, from 30 ˚C), which causes the condensation and nucleation of the condensable components. The tangential
velocity can be generated by the tangential inlet, and it increases to the maximum of 200 m/s at the nozzle throat due to
decrease of the nozzle area of the converging part. The tangential velocity can maintain the value of about 160 m/s at the
nozzle exit, and correspondingly generates the centrifugal acceleration of 3.6×106 m/s2 to remove the condensed droplets
from the gas mixtures. 
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